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Abstract: With the fast improvement of Internet in India, the industry's/company business model or plan of action has changed. 
At present, extraordinary procedure has been made in web based business stage for its benefit and exchange quick. Rivalry for 
clients is the key factor for online business in the inexorably furious challenge. If we can grasp the requirements of customer 
and targeted business activities is developed then we can provide trading mode in convenient way and a wide selection for 
customers on website and provides better retain of customers for e-commerce business.  One of the key approaches to this issue 
is web data mining techniques. We can obtain the behaviour of user by viewing the browsing behaviour of customers on 
websites, analysis it and then finding out solution to it. With this sellers will identifies the needs of customers and gives 
personalized in accordance with preferences of customers and then competitive advantage can be taken. In this paper we propose 
to use methodology and tool to improve accuracy of interpretation of user’s behaviours. Also we propose the usage of Temporal 
Logic and model checking techniques for structured e-commerce websites. We perform the analysis of the usage of e-commerce 
websites and to find out customers’ complex behavioural patterns with the help of checking temporal logic formulas describing 
such behaviours against the log model. 
Keywords: E-commerce, behaviour, website, pattern, model checking techniques, user, linear temporal model, data mining 
technique 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The rapid growth of internet and smart phone has changed the life style of people and making purchasing and selling online more 
flexible and comfort. The online shopping is made with the use of e-commerce websites. The customer uses e-commerce website to 
brows endless product catalogues, to compare prices, to create wish list and to have continuous information of different products 
and offers.  This growing electronic market (e-commerce website) is very competitive, making the option for a customer to easily 
move from one e-commerce to another when their requirements are not fulfilled [1], [2]. As a result, business analysts of e-
commerce need to analyse and understand behaviour of customers when navigated through the e-commerce website and 
identification of reasons for product purchase or not. This behavioural information is useful to permit e-commerce websites to send 
a more adapted service to customers, allow ecommerce website to retain customers and increasing benefits. But determining 
behaviour of customer and the reasons for guiding buying process of customer is a extremely complex task [3][4][5]. With the help 
of e-commerce websites user can have verity of options for navigation and actions: movement of user through variety of category of 
product is easy and follows many paths for navigation for specific product visited or utilize different methods for buying products 
[7][8]. These activities of users will be recorded into the logs of web server [3], [8]. The sequences of web events (click streams) 
generated by every user are stored in a order way in web server logs. The most valuable behaviour of users is hided in web logs and 
it must be determined and analysed [9]. The accurate analysis gives the scope to improve the contents of website and website 
structure [10], to adapt and personalize the website contents [11], [12], [13], to products recommendation [14], [15], or to know the 
user interest on specific products [16], for example.  
The web data mining techniques are very much useful for find outing patterns in log files. The main goal of these techniques is to 
find out user usage patterns that give the detail explanation of user’s interests. The various data mining techniques example: 
classification techniques, clustering techniques association rules chronological patterns [18], [19] have been utilized in e-commerce 
field. In several application areas such techniques (data mining) are employed along with process mining techniques. Such 
approaches (techniques) are component of the domain called business intelligence and uses algorithms that are very specific to find 
out the patterns which are hidden and its relation in sets with large data [20]. The behaviour of any customer is possible in e-
commerce website because e-commerce website is open system. Such flexibility has led to find out a model called process oriented 
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indicating behaviour of customers a very complex task [21]. This is due to availability of various likely interactions to final process 
model can be over fitting spaghetti model or an under fitting flower model [20], from which no constructive analysis can be carried 
out. As a result, the data mining techniques have been selected for e-commerce websites analysis. However, at present there are 
certain constrains with the view point of analysis for data mining techniques. On the other side this techniques will not operate 
directly with sequences of events (click stream) that are generated while performing navigation of user’s through the e-commerce 
website and with this an abstraction of this sequence. Such abstraction along with use of summarized data set describes the details of 
session of customer on websites. The summery of this data called number of web pages visited, frequent visit of customer for 
product category, and the time spent by customers on web page, for example. The many of mining techniques are capable to classify 
the abstractions and find out simple relation between certain interests of high level events.  
Our contributions to this work are: 

A. The analysis of methodology and tool to improve accuracy of interpretation of user’s behaviours.  
B. The use of Temporal Logic and model checking techniques in structured e-commerce websites.  
C. Analysis of the usage of e-commerce websites and identified the complex behavioral pattern of customers with the help of 

checking temporal logic formulas illustrating this kind of behaviors against, the log model. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work of techniques to analyse e-commerce web-logs, 
in section 3 we present the proposed system, models and system architecture. In section 4 results and discussion and we conclude 
the paper in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK  
The related work to techniques employed to analyse e-commerce web logs is reviewed. 
In paper [10] have done work on improvement of E-commerce website by employing web usage mining. They have analysed the 
customer usage of web browser, WebPages visited by customer and the time spent by customer on each webpage or usage of 
keywords in search engine. In paper [14, 16] the authors done carried out research on use of product taxonomy and web usage 
mining to e-commerce for collaborative recommendations. They studied the user’s interest in various categories of product, visited 
categories and its frequency of visits.  In [12] the authors have proposed the user modelling system based on web usage and content 
mining. The most frequent words present in web pages due to customer visits is computed by employing techniques called text 
mining to generates session characterization. They have identified user’s interest by checking the contents of the web pages that has 
been visited by customers. In paper [26] have proposed soft clustering technique for customer segmentation of various category of 
data in e-commerce. This is carried out to construct the categorization of data by using questionnaires satisfied by customers  and in 
[15] categorization is done with the help of  purchasing made by customer’s, customer demographic and customer personal data. In 
both the cases after computing the characterizations of customers a clustering algorithms are employed to determine sessions sets 
indicating similar behaviour and few common interests and this sessions sets is used for improving contents and structure of 
website[10]. Also sessions sets are used for content adaption and content personalize [12][27] and also for products 
recommendation. This sets also gives the understanding of buying process behaviour and interest in specific products by 
users/customers [16] [26], [28], [29]. In paper[30][31] authors has presented the concept of click stream prediction using click 
stream data by employing a mining technique called sequential stream with markov chains. They have computed the patterns called 
mining significant. With this techniques prediction of click stream is carried out. This sequential stream mining technique is 
employed for prediction of user’s behaviour and to extract user’s navigation sequences. This user’s navigation sequences are used to 
create models called Markov chains (statistical and probabilistic) models. These models are utilized for prediction of user’s next 
click. Creating of Markov chain models is very expensive and this kind of models responds to very short term reasoning. The 
prediction of statistical models can be improved by combine use of clustering algorithms and Markov chains [31]. The concept is to 
apply clustering algorithms for grouping user sessions first and clusters are obtained.  After this a specific markov chain is generated 
for each cluster. In [21] the authors presents about process mining techniques for obtaining causal relations among the users sessions 
events. The proposed technique can also utilizes events of abstraction of very high level and for identification difficulties of 
infrequent behaviours pattern in the events of buying.  In paper [22, 23, 24] presents about a declarative method can be adopted and 
a set of constraints is considered for anything does not violates and set can be acceptable. The constraints can be represented by 
employing temporal logic. The language called declare property description[32] is used to define a patterns set and this patterns sets 
which is related to usual workflow structures are employed to easily analyse the task of specifying properties. The causality 
relations between the events in session of user can be simply described by declares. In paper [33] it has been proposed MP-declare 
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which defines the data and time constraints in patterns of declare with set of patterns which are predefined and checking of general 
formulas not made possible. In this case the addition of novel pattern may require the implementation and desired behaviour. In this 
case certain tool called model checker is used to check the properties such as described temporal logic against the web log. Presently, 
the available and widely used powerful tools for logs analysis of e-commerce websites and one of the main tools is Google analytics 
[34]. The Google analytics carries controlling the network traffic, information collection of user sessions such as visiting fist and 
last pages of websites and each pages time spent by users and displays the synthesis report of users behaviours. The data based on 
the traffic may be combined with information of users personal and geographic. Google analytics works on analysis of information 
collected with the use of page tagging technique. The analysis can be used to improve the design of website, advertising and 
marketing. The other tools are Clicky, Piwik, Adobe Analytics o W3Counter Web Analytical tool [35, 36, 37, 38]. Form the above 
discussed previous work we have analysed and identified the issue related to accuracy of interpretation of user’s behaviours and so 
there is scope for improvement in user’s behaviours interpretation. In our work we carry the improvement of accuracy in 
interpretation in behaviour of users by proposing novel methodology and tool. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
In this section we discuss about the details of proposed methodology and tool to have very accurate user’s behaviour interpretation. 
We propose a mining technique to obtain causal relations between user trace events without using web pages tagging. This proposed 
mining technique provides easy global analysis of behaviour of user in e-commerce website. In this work we apply LTL (linear-
temporal logic)-based model checking techniques to analyse e-commerce web logs and analysis can be enabled with the use of 
representation of event types commonly and attributes of web structure of e-commerce, categorization of product and possibilities of 
user navigation. After this the pre-process of web server logs is carried out and finally different queries are performed for logs 
analysis and for interpretation of logs. We propose a methodology for usage of temporal logic and model checking techniques in a 
structured e-commerce, web-sites.  In this work we carry out the analysis of utilization of e-commerce websites and we find out 
complex behavioural patterns of customers with the use of formulas called checking temporal logic. This will describe the 
behaviours against the log-model. Initially the pre-processing of logs of web server is carried out for extracting the traces details. 
The trace in the sense user session events sequences. The events can be user actions or system actions done when a product is 
visited by client and also when product category page is visited when product is added to wish-list, when the usage of search engine 
is done etc. The business analyst will use a pre-defined set of temporal logic patterns for queries formulation and it will help to find 
out and understand the way of usage of website by client.  The existence of relation of complex causality between events present in 
the sessions of client. The control over the way the applications of checking algorithms, performance results disappointment, we can 
have when few model checking tools at our disposal when used beside big models, this leads to development of specific model 
checking tool. We carried out this with the usage of the SPOT libraries for L.T.L model checking [25]. Modules of proposed system 
are Behavioural Module and Linear-Temporal Logic (LTL) model. The behavioural model describes about the knowledge of user 
behaviour permits e-commerce websites to deliver (convey) more personalized services to customers. Also it provides increase in 
benefits and customers retaining. The e-commerce websites usage is analysed in order find out complex behavioural patterns of 
customers with the help of formula called checking temporal logic describing complex behaviour against log mode.  Linear 
temporal logic (LTL) it is also abbreviated as linear-time temporal logic is a kind of modal temporal logic (TL) with time as 
modalities. In this model the future of paths formulae is encoded. The future paths present in model are true conditions (eventually) 
and true condition based on until another becomes true. LTL model is a fragment of the more complex behaviour which permits 
branching time and quantifiers. Also LTL is a fragment of SIS monadic second order logic of one successor and with these 
characteristics it is also called as propositional temporal logic. 

 
Figure 1 shows the architecture of proposed system 
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The figure 1 illustrates the architectural diagram of proposed work. It consists of admin section and user section. The admin can 
perform different operation such as upload products, view clustering details and view user details. After upload products admin can 
further view the spending time of user on page and view clustering details further step is followed to view purchasing details of user 
on website. In user section the user will perform three different operations such as view product, product searching and product 
buying.  After completion of viewing product by user further he/she can view purchasing details. 

A. Advantages of Proposed System 
1) The proposed method is applicable for much bigger logs directly.  
2) It provides improvement in product categorization. 
3) Method and Tool scale very well 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS  
The results are shown in terms of snapshots and snapshots are self-explanatory. The snapshot makes the user understand easily the 
working operations in the proposed system. Below are snapshots of execution of designed proposed system. First open NETBEANS 
application and in projects tool right click on analysis of users and run the project. The following screen will display as shown in 
figure 2. This is admin section for performing different operations. First admin has to login using name and password which is 
generated after admin registration.  

                      
Figure 2: Admin Login with name and password                                 Figure 3: shows the Admin view details 

Figure 3 illustrates the admin view section and in this admin can do various operations such as add offer, view history, graph, user 
payment made details, visitor frequency. In adder offer menu admin can add various offers for customers and in menu of use 
payment the admin can verify payment details made by customers. Admin can view the visitor frequency and analysis the user 
behaviors. 

                   
Figure 4: shows advertisement pages for adding advertisement   Figure 5: shows the status of addition of product   
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Figure 6: shows the details of user visited on different websites Figure 7: shows the pie chart illustrates set of data based on user 

history 

Figure 4 illustrates the e-commerce webpage and in the admin can add advertisement. The details required for posting the 
advertisement are name of product, price, messages and product categories and advertisement images.   Figure 5 illustrates the 
webpage showing the status of product successfully added to the website and a local host display the message of success.  Figure 6 
shows the web page containing the history of users purchasing product from different sites. The history contains user ID, transaction 
ID, username, URL name, date and time spent. Figure 7 indicates the set of data based on user history in terms of pie chart. This 
web page displays the user history graph for different websites such as Amazon, flipchart and tweet etc.  
Figure 8: shows the users payment details such as amount, payment status and address for different website. 

                           
Figure 8: shows the users payment details for different website             Figure 9: shows the frequency of user visited to websites 

Figure 9: shows the frequent visit of user on e-commerce websites with details such as ID, transaction ID, URL name from, URL 
name to and visitor count. After viewing all the websites from figure 3 to 9 the admin can able to perform analysis of behaviors of 
user on e-commerce website (web logs). 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have successfully carried out the study and analysis of methodology and tools for improvement of interpretation 
accuracy of user behaviors. Also the usage of temporal logic and model checking techniques is analyzed for structured e-commerce 
web sites. Finally we analyzed the usage of e-commerce websites by customers and with the use of checking temporal logic 
formulas the complex behavioral pattern of customers is identified with the help of behaviors against, the log model. The proposed 
system is successfully implemented using Netbeans and Mysql and tomcat tools.  
In future, we will propose an analysis tool with graphical interface for the input of properties to be analyzed and the output of 
results. Also we want to extend this work for further analysis of more behavioral patterns and to have automatic discovery.  
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